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“Life can only be understood backwards,
but it must be lived forwards.”

      [ Soren Kierkegaard

“There’s a wonderful paper by Schopenhauer, called ‘An Apparent Intention 
of the Fate of the Individual,’ in which he points out that when you are at a 
certain age—the age I am now—and look back over your life, it seems to be 
almost as orderly as a composed novel. And just as in Dickens’ novels, little 
accidental meetings and so forth turn out to be main features in the plot, so 
in your life. And what seem to have been mistakes at the time, turn out to 
be directive crises. And then he asks: ‘Who wrote this novel?’ [Viewed this 
way, looking back] life seems as though it were planned. There is a mystery 
here. Schopenhauer finally asks the question, ‘Can anything happen to 
you for which you are not ready?’ I look back on certain things that at the 
time seemed to me to be real disasters, but the results turned out to be the 
structuring of a really great aspect of my life and career.”

      [ Joseph Campbell
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Chapter 3
Union rock: the Seven Year revolution

By 1922, ROGERS BROTHERS, GENERAL 
CONTRACTORS were successful and growing. They 
might have simply remained a contractor, but they 
had noticed a problem that plagued everyone in their 
industry: It was often difficult to get the rock, sand 
and gravel products they needed. The quality was very 
inconsistent and delivery was unreliable.

In these problems, the brothers saw an opportunity. 
In 1922, they took over one of their own rock and 
gravel suppliers, UNION ROCK. I’d like to think 
they won it in a poker game but instead, they financed 
its purchase and its expansion with a $5 million bond 
issue. 

Over the next seven years, the upstart Rogers Brothers 
and Union Rock lead a technical revolution that shook 
the industry. 

The 1920s were a boom period, but there was a reason 
why Union Rock skyrocketed from obscurity to the 
top of its industry. Between 1922 and 1929, there were 
more basic revolutionary changes in that business than 
in all the years since. The Rogers Brothers and Union 
Rock were right in the thick of it, innovating new 
techniques to be copied by others and copying the best 
ideas from others. This chapter is the story of those 
changes.

NotiCe the hard rubber tires (not air-filled) on this rogers Brothers dump truck 
hauling a batch of rock and gravel from a field Batch Plant to a roadside mobile mixer. 
taken from the rogers Brothers roadwork Album. original size 3-15/16" x 5". (rogers #2080)
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Before 1922, the industry was in its Wild West 
phase. It was under-regulated and quality control was 
doubtful.

Some contractors just used whatever shoddy materials 
they could get by with. After all, everyone was doing 
it and no one could guarantee quality. Specifications 
on concrete aggregates were vague in those days 
and quality control was poor. New concrete would 
frequently crack or be structurally unsound due to 
poor materials.

There were also frequent problems with continuity. 
You would start with one color and texture and then, 
halfway through the job, you’d start getting something 
different.

Another part of the problem was that the quarries 
(known as “plants”) weren’t located near the building 
sites. It was the contractor’s problem to go to the 
plants, pick up the material and get it to the job site. 
In those days, before the perfection of air-filled truck 
tires, trucks were small and had those hard rubber tires 
—like wagon wheels, but with a solid rubber coating 
instead of a steel tread. Trucks were only good for 
short hauls. 

The railroads were the best way to move the rock 
products around Southern California, but there were 
three problems:

First, the railroad seldom went exactly to the 
building site. At the railroad’s closest ap-
proach, the contractor would have to set up a 
transfer station to get the materials out of the 
rail cars and into the trucks for the short haul 
to the site.

Second, the railroads had figured out that 
paved roads threatened their transportation 
monopoly. They were sometimes uncoop-
erative. They would not deliver on time or 
sometimes not deliver at all. They would 
lose shipments, or over charge, or sometimes 
totally refuse service.

Third, the railroads just didn’t care if the rock 
and gravel customer was pleased. The freight 
on rock, sand and gravel was low, about $2 
per ton. The materials themselves weren’t 
valuable. The railroads looked down on the 
business. They had better things to do. As a 
result they were very unreliable.

If the railroads didn’t get you, the producer/supplier 
would. The suppliers, by virtue of having the only 
quarry conveniently located near the job site, could 
sometimes charge unreasonable or unpredictable rates. 

The talent and financing in the rock and gravel 
business weren’t good either. Sometimes the suppliers 
kept their promises but usually they didn’t. 

As a result of all of the above, road building 
contractors were victimized. If you had a crew 
employed but your supplier let you run out of materials 
or sent you sub-standard or inappropriate materials, it 
was a bad day. Maybe a bad week or month.

These were the problems the Rogers Brothers thought 
they could solve with Union Rock.

In the beginning, Union Rock was small, weak and 
under-financed but the brothers had big plans. In seven 
short years, they revolutionized the company and the 
industry. Here’s how:

A. THE DISTRIBUTION NETWORK

Union Rock reorganized the Distribution Network. 
They established locations for a network of quarries 
and bunkers throughout Southern California. 
Materials taken from quarries were moved by rail to 
any of 16 bunker locations, all strategically placed. 
Here it was stored until it was needed at the job. This 
was of strategic importance in the Rogers’ battle with 
the railroads. 

But the other transportation breakthrough came via 
truck. It was said that Union Rock “broke the back 
of the railroads” by building up a fleet of trucks. They 
hadn’t planned on this expense, but in their first year 
or two, when the railroads tried to squeeze them out 
of business, the Rogers made a goal line stand and 
hocked or sold everything to get the trucks. To finance 
the truck fleet family legend says that, as mentioned 
earlier, they sold that vacant piece of “worthless 
coastline” in Huntington Beach plus a place called 
Signal Hill, today a billion dollar oil field. 
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UNioN roCK delivery trucks. from the 1927 Union rock brochure. 
this copy scanned from a loose photo 8" x 10". original size 8" x 10". (rogers #1141)

Peter L. ferrY, a road contractor, stands in the center where a solid rubber tire dump truck from Union rock 
spreads gravel for a McAdam road base. Note the spreader at the rear of the truck. Dated November 3, 1924. 

Source: Don reining, Natural resources Build Cities, published by Carlton M. rogers. (rogers #3439)

The strategically located bunkers had storage capacity big enough to even out the irregular deliveries by the 
railroads. From the bunkers, the trucks could handle the deliveries to the job immediately, without having to wait 
for the convenience of the railroad. Now that they could be scheduled when convenient, the railroad shipments to 
the bunkers were steady enough to become part of the railroad’s regular work load. This, together with the new 
equipment, actually made the operation much more efficient for the railroads as well as Union Rock, although the 
railroads fought it at the time.
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The bunkers were equipped 
with modern “endless bucket 
chains and electric motors” 
capable of emptying a railroad 
car in 15 minutes, loading 
the materials up into a raised 
bunker. The trucks would drive 
under the bunkers and the 
material would flow down into 
the trucks by gravity. 

The bunkers were located 
within an easy drive of the 
most likely job sites. A Union 
Rock brochure of 1927 boasts, 
“It would be difficult to locate 
a construction job anywhere 
in Los Angeles that would not 
be within easy reach of one of 
the Union Rock Company’s 
delivery bunkers.” This was very 
important in the days when the 

(rogers #2163)

taken from the Union rock Brochure 1925 from the Carlton rogers Collection. the 14th page of the brochure. 
original size 3" x 5-3/4". (rogers #2132)
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delivery trucks had solid rubber tires and couldn’t travel far or fast with a full load. With this network in place, 
Union Rock could deliver the right materials to almost any job site in Southern California. Their foresight is 
proven by the fact that many of the same quarries and bunker locations are still in operation today.

Additional Union Rock equipment included:

  11 locomotives
   4  locomotive cranes
  7  steam shovels
 80  dump cars

Union Rock owned two private railroads with over 14 miles of standard gauge track on 60-pound rails. One line 
connected the Durban plant (their largest) with both the El Monte bunker and the Southern Pacific Railroad. 
The other connected the Puente Largo plant and the Kincaid plant with the Santa Fe and Pacific Electric lines. 
Of the 11 locomotives, two were giant six wheel, 85 ton coal burning types, pulling 12 double hopper steel cars. 
They had smaller railroads with mere 30 ton locomotives at their most modern plant in Baldwin Park.

The Distribution Network allowed them to deliver reliably. 

taken from the Union rock Company 
Collection. original size 8-1/2" x 11". 

(rogers #2095)
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toM (“t.C.”) rogerS with one 
of the Union rock locomotives at 
the irwindale “Puente Largo” Plant. 
this engine had originally been 
purchased from the Southern Pacific 
railroad. Union rock used it to 
move railroad gondola cars between 
the “Puente Largo” Plant which 
was on the Pacific electric rail 
Lines, across foothill Blvd. to the 
“Kincaid” Plant which was on the 
Santa fe railroad. this link allowed 
the two plants to ship out their 
material on either rail line. taken from 
a loose photo 8" x 10". original size 8" x 10". 
(rogers #1140)



B. IMPROVEMENTS IN QUALITY

Quarry locations were carefully chosen so they could 
deliver quality. As Southern California grew, that 
started to be a necessity.

Union Rock pioneered the first system for washing 
their sand, removing all the silt materials smaller 
than 300 mesh (materials which would fit through 
a mesh with 300 holes per square inch). The cement 
that was added later to the dry sand was about 200 to 
300 mesh. The result was that the smallest particles of 
the sand were gone, to be later replaced by the small 
particles of cement which were the adhesive. Now the 
cement had access to all the surfaces of each particle 
of sand, so the mixture would cure stronger and with 
greater consistency.

They had a sales slogan: “Use washed sand to prevent 
cement cracking.” (Advertising wasn’t very slick in 
those days.)

C. SELLING BY WEIGHT

George got credit for this next idea. Union Rock 
pioneered the idea of selling materials by weight 
instead of by the yard. Before 1922 all rock, sand and 
gravel materials were sold by the yard. Measuring in 
units of 27 cubic feet was very approximate. The trucks 
were often different sizes so the loaded volumes were 
extremely difficult to measure. This led to guesswork 
and intentional cheating, in which the suppliers and 
contractors usually tried to short change each other, all 
part of the game before Union Rock.

In addition, mixing materials by the yard caused 
quality control problems. An incorrect measure could 
weaken the structure. 

The solution was a novel thing in its day: Truck scales 
and batch scales. The empty weight of the truck 
arriving to be filled was compared to its loaded weight 
as it left for the job. Batch scales were used to insure a 
more accurate mixture going into the truck. Both sides 
felt better about the charges.

Their sales slogan for this was: “Buy rock by the ton 
and get what you pay for.” (Again, not real slick but it 
says what it means.)taken from the Union rock Brochure 1925 from the 

Carlton rogers Collection. the 12th page of the bro-
chure. original size 4-1/8" x 5-3/4". (rogers #2129)
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D. THREE GENERATIONS OF MIXING 
SYSTEMS

The entire method of delivering materials to the job 
went through two complete revolutions, each time 
forcing Union Rock to throw away old equipment and 
buy new. 

The grade mixing system was in place in 1922 when 
the Rogers took over Union Rock. In this system all 
the materials were delivered to the job separately and 
mixed “on grade,” meaning at the job site.

Wheelbarrows of gravel, sand, and cement were 
shoveled or dumped into a “skip” which was a sort of 
open box. Water was hosed in from a water truck or 
temporary water line. The skip would then be lifted 
and dumped into a “mobile mixer.” 

The mobile mixer was a rotating cylinder with fins 

inside. It sat on a wheeled chassis which moved along 
the grade, staying just ahead of the area where the 
concrete was being poured. After a prescribed number 
of turns to mix the materials together, the batch was 
then dumped onto the grade where it was spread by a 
couple of men with boots and shovels. Meanwhile, the 
mobile mixer had advanced. While the mobile mixer 
was doing its thing, the skip was being reloaded with 
the next batch. This entire operation moved along the 
graded road, staying just ahead of the men spreading 
the mixture. This process is seen in the earlier photos 
in the Roadwork section.

This system was notorious for producing inconsistent 
mixtures. Unskilled laborers, working long, hot hours, 
using wheelbarrows, shovels and hoses rarely got the 
recipe the same twice. 

the oLD grADe mixing 
system. Jack rogers writes: 

“the wooden structure 
at the right is a gravity-fed 

construction site Batch Plant. 
Material (rock and sand) was 
hauled from the rock pits to 
this point at or near the job 
base camp then the trucks 
would parcel out the right 
amount and haul it to the 
mixers. there it would be 

dumped in piles ahead of the 
road crew who would then 

hand-shovel it into the mobile 
mixer. taken from the rogers Brothers 

roadwork Collection. taken from a 
loose photo. original size 3-3/16" x 

5-3/8". (rogers #2199)
iN the oLD grADe mixing system it was easy to get the recipe wrong. Sand at the left, 
gravel in the middle and bags of cement at the right are being fed by shovel and wheelbarrow 
into the skip of the mobile roadside mixer. there, the three materials are mixed with water, 
creating concrete, which is then poured onto the graded roadbed. the mixer will gradually 
move toward us, consuming the piles of material, leaving a paved road behind. taken from the 
rogers Brothers roadwork Album. original size 3-13/16" x 4-7/8". (rogers #2021)
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THE DRY BATCH TRUCK SYSTEM

Developed about 1923 to 1925, this system was 
a revolution. Now the critical mixing of the dry 
materials was done at the bunker. This eliminated the 
wheelbarrows, the guesswork and the inconsistencies of 
“grade proportioning.”

Specially built “dump” trucks had a series of usually 
five gated chambers in their beds. At the bunker, 
each chamber was given an accurately proportioned 
mixture of gravel, sand and cement. Each chamber was 
destined to become one batch. 

At the job, the truck bed would tilt and the first gate 
would open, dumping the first chamber of dry batch 
into the skip. This would be mixed with water and in 
turn dumped into the Mobile Mixer. Then the truck’s 
second chamber would be dumped into the skip and 
the process would repeat.

When the Rogers Brothers sold the company, most of 
Union Rock’s trucks were of this Dry Batch type but 
they were already beginning the conversion to ready 
mix.

DrY BAtCh SYSteM at work. the bed of each truck has several chambers. each is loaded at the bunker with the 
perfect ratio of materials (a dry batch). the batches dump one at a time into the mobile mixer (seen at the right) where wa-
ter is added. By mixing the ingredients at the plant, instead of on the job, a more perfect mixture was possible. (rogers #2181)
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THE READY MIX TRUCK SYSTEM

By about 1927, the development of the pneumatic 
truck tires had made it possible for trucks to carry 
greater weights. Up to now, heavy construction 
trucks rode on solid rubber tires that provided scant 
protection for the rim of the truck wheel. Now, with 
pneumatic tires, the truck could “ride on a bubble of 
air.”

This allowed the trucks to take on the heaviest 
ingredient of all: water! Now everything including the 
water was precisely mixed at the bunker. To keep the 
mixture from setting up en route, the trucks became 
mobile mixers themselves. They had a giant cylinder 
that rotated, stirring the ingredients while the truck 
drove. This eliminated the mobile mixers on the job. 

The result was the birth of the modern concrete mixer 
truck we know today, with its large rotating cylinder, 
mixing as it drives to the job. 

By 1929, Union Rock was in transition to the ready 
mix system.

Since 1929 there have been steady incremental 
improvements in this basic system. The trucks have 
become bigger and more powerful. The chemistry has 
become better. The methods for cleaning sand and 
purifying materials have improved. But these are just 
incremental improvements. The real revolution took 
place in the Union Rock period, the wild seven years 
from 1922 to 1929.

UNioN roCK did not invent the idea of mixing concrete aboard a moving truck, they just 
applied it. the first design of a mixer truck greatly resembled the mixers we see today. this is 
the first design, presented in 1916 by Mr. Stephen Stephanian of Columbus, ohio. the basic 
ideas used in the design are still in use today in modern cement mixer trucks. Unfortunately, in 
1919 Mr. Stephanian’s patent application was refused without any reason given. reproduced without 

permission. Source: Don reining, Natural resources Build Cities, published by Carlton M. rogers. (rogers #3438)
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E. ALL THE BEST PLANTS

Union Rock bought or leased up 
all the best sources of rock, sand 
and gravel. Their competitors had 
some but Union Rock had the best. 
Anyone else trying to break into 
the expanding industry would have 
to get their material from plants 
further away, making it impossible to 
compete. As further proof that these 
were the best plants, many of them 
are still in operation today.

A great company barbecue 
celebrated the opening of the 
Baldwin Park Plant. It was attended 
by the Governor and the County 
Supervisors. It was followed by a 
company baseball game.

top: UNioN roCK company barbecue, June 19th, 
1926, at the new Baldwin Park Plant. george rogers 
is second from left. the man to his right may be 
friend William richardson, the governor of Califor-
nia 1923-1927. taken from a loose photo 8" x 10". original size 
8" x 10". (rogers #1138)

Bottom: UNioN roCK company barbecue, June 
19th, 1926, at the new Baldwin Park Plant. taken from 
a loose photo 8" x 10". original size 8" x 10". (rogers #1145)
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UNioN roCK company barbecue, 
June 19th, 1926, at the new Baldwin 

Park Plant. Years later, the reserves were 
depleted and this plant was torn down. 

taken from a loose photo 8" x 10". 
original size 8" x 10". (rogers #1147)

F. THE BEST FINANCING

In the pre-Union Rock “Wild West” days of the rock and gravel business, you could 
start a company with less financing. The technical improvements of the 1920s 
required lots of capitol and the Rogers Brothers knew how to raise it. In addition 
to beating their competitors, they bought them, which accounts for their meteoric 
growth. Between 1924 and 1926, they bought out three competitors, the largest 
of which was the American Crushed Rock Company, which brought with it the 
Claremont plant and several other properties.

They financed themselves during this period by selling bonds through an old 
friend, Harry Denton. Harry had grown up with the boys in Plattsburgh and then 
moved to New York to become a stockbroker in the wild New York Stock Market 
of the 1920s. Harry helped arrange part of the original $5 million dollar bond that 
purchased Union Rock.
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G. DON’T COMPETE WITH YOUR CUSTOMERS

Another small, but important detail, sealed their success. When they bought Union 
Rock, they mostly closed their highly successful Rogers Brothers contracting business. 
The success of Union Rock required that all their former competitors buy from them. The 
Rogers Brothers realized that you can’t be in competition with your customers. Why would 
someone buy from you on this job if they are competing with you on another? To build 
trusting relationships, the Rogers’ road building business was closed. There were some 
exceptions for projects well outside of the Los Angles area. For example, they worked in 
Kern County or on the China Grade. But this was away from their plants and their rock 
and gravel customers who were clustered in the greater Los Angeles area.

With all these advantages, and the boom of the ‘20s economy, Union Rock expanded 
rapidly. 

Their 1927 brochure claims “The Union Rock Company supplies about 50 percent of the 
rock, gravel and sand market of the Los Angeles district, and its business is at least twice 
the size of its largest competitor.” (That “largest competitor” was probably Consumers Rock 
& Gravel, with whom they would merge in 1929.)

In 1925, the National Sand and Gravel Association made a study and pronounced Union 
Rock to be the largest producer of sand, rock and gravel in the world.

UNioN roCK company barbecue, June 
19th, 1926, at the new Baldwin Park Plant. 
Playing baseball at one of the quarries. Carlton 
rogers called it an “inter-company grudge-
match.” taken from a loose photo 8" x 10". original size 8" 
x 10". (rogers #1139)
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1925

1927

1929

getting ready to Sell
in 1925, the rogers Brothers started 
preparing for the sale or iPo of Union 
rock, with a series of brochures. these 
are obviously aimed at selling the company 
rather than rock and gravel products. the 
result would be a merger in 1929. 
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from the Union rock Brochure 1925 from the Carlton rogers Collection. the title page of the brochure. original size 11-1/2" x 8-1/2". (rogers #2118)
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from the Union rock Brochure 1925 from the Carlton rogers Collection. the 1st page of the brochure. original size 11-1/2" x 8-1/2". (rogers #2119)
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from the Union rock Brochure 1925 from the Carlton rogers Collection. the 2nd page of the brochure. original size 11-1/2" x 8-1/2". (rogers #2120)
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from the Union rock Brochure 1925 from the Carlton rogers Collection. the 3rd page of the brochure. original size 11-1/2" x 8-1/2". (rogers #2095b)
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from the Union rock Brochure 1925 from the Carlton rogers Collection. the 4th page of the brochure. original size 11-1/2" x 8-1/2". (rogers #2122)
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from the Union rock Brochure 1925 from the Carlton rogers Collection. the 5th page of the brochure. original size 7-5/16" x 5-3/4". (rogers #2123)
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from the Union rock Brochure 1925 from the Carlton rogers Collection. the 6th page of the brochure. original size 11-1/2" x 8-1/2". (rogers #2124)
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from the Union rock Brochure 1925 from the Carlton rogers Collection. the 7th page of the brochure. original size 11-1/2" x 8-1/2". (rogers #2125)
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from the Union rock Brochure 1925 from the Carlton rogers Collection. the 8th page of the brochure. original size 11-1/2" x 8-1/2". (rogers #2127)
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from the Union rock Brochure 1925 from the Carlton rogers Collection. the 11th page of the brochure. original size 11-1/2" x 8-1/2". (rogers #2130b)
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from the Union rock Brochure 1925 from the Carlton rogers Collection. the 12th page of the brochure. original size 11-1/2" x 8-1/2". (rogers #2131)
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from the Union rock Brochure 1925 from the Carlton rogers Collection. the 13th page of the brochure. original size 11-1/2" x 8-1/2". (rogers #2132b)
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from the Union rock Brochure 1925 from the Carlton rogers Collection. the 14th page of the brochure. original size 11-1/2" x 8-1/2". (rogers #2134)
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from the Union rock Brochure 1925 from the Carlton rogers Collection. the 15th page of the brochure. original size 11-1/2" x 8-1/2". (rogers #2135b)
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from the Union rock Brochure 1925 from the Carlton rogers Collection. the 16th page of the brochure. original size 11-1/2" x 8-1/2". (rogers #2137)
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from the Union rock Brochure 1925 from the Carlton rogers Collection. the 17th page of the brochure. original size 11-1/2" x 8-1/2". (rogers #2138b)
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from the Union rock Brochure 1925 from the Carlton rogers Collection. the 18th page of the brochure. original size 11-1/2" x 8-1/2". (rogers #2143b)
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from the Union rock Company Collection. taken from the 19th page of the brochure. original size 8-1/2" x 11". (rogers #2092)
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from the Union rock Brochure 1925 from the Carlton rogers Collection. the 20th page of the brochure. original size 3-15/16" x 2-3/4". (rogers #2146)
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from the Union rock Brochure 1925 from the Carlton rogers Collection. the 20th page of the brochure. original size 2" x 1-3/4". (rogers #2147)
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from the Union rock Brochure 1925 from the Carlton rogers Collection. the 20th page of the brochure. original size 2" x 1-3/4". (rogers #2148)
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from the Union rock Brochure 1925 from the Carlton rogers Collection. the 20th page of the brochure. original size 2" x 1-3/4". (rogers #2149)
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from the Union rock Brochure 1925 from the Carlton rogers Collection. the 20th page of the brochure. original size 2" x 1-3/4". (rogers #2150)
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 (rogers #2152)
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from the Union rock Brochure of 1927. the 2nd page of the brochure. original size 3-15/16" x 4-13/16". (rogers #2153)
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(rogers #2154)
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 (rogers #2155)
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(rogers #2156)
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(rogers #2157)
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(rogers #2158)
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 (rogers #2160)
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(rogers #2161)
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 (rogers #2162)
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(rogers #2163)
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 (rogers #2165)
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 (rogers #2164)
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 (rogers #2166)
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(rogers #2167)
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 (rogers #2169)
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 (rogers #2170)
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 (rogers #2171)
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 (rogers #2172)
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(rogers #2173)
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 (rogers #2174)
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(rogers #2175)
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